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� We celebrate the diversity of languages in Europe on 
26th September every year

� Our school and students are involved into various
activities and tasks linked to the European Day of
LanguagesLanguages

� This year, 7th and 8th graders conducted a survey
about languages



�Our survey
looked like this

� It was written in Croatian, so
survey-takers could understand
everything



�Translated in
English:

1. How many foreign languages do you
speak?

2. Name the languages: ____________

3. Write a sentence using the foreign3. Write a sentence using the foreign
language you speak best: _________
_______________________________
_______________________________

4. Where did you learn foreign languages? 
_______________________________

5. How long have you been speaking these
languages? _____________________
_______________________________



� We interviewed 45 people. The youngest one is 10 years 
old, and the oldest one is 65 years old.

� Our conclusions are:

1. We speak a lot of foreign languages, and English is 
the most spoken foreign language in our area. the most spoken foreign language in our area. 

2. On average, people speak 2 foreign languages.

3. The place where most people learned foreign 
languages is SCHOOL.



�

9%

24%

27%

11%

How many foreign languages do you speak?

Zero languages

29%

One language

Two languages

Three languages

Four and more



�

49%22%

10%
2% 1%

What language do you speak?

English language

Italian language

Slovenian language

16%

Slovenian language

German language

French language

Polish langauge



�

7%

6%

6%

2%

2%

Where did you learn foreign languages?

School

Work

Living abroad

77%

Living abroad

Family

Langauge course

Games



� We learned that most people DO speak at least one 
foreign language, which is good ☺

� We also learned that most people learned langauges in
SCHOOL, so we are happy to be a part of this chain ☺



� Survey leaders: Students in „Petar Zrinski” Čabar

� Mentor: Mirela Radošević

� School year: 2016./2017.


